Operations Review - Discovery Bay
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Life is happiness in the air.
It’s always the unnoticeable that touches our heart.
́ؿݠ௩ࢧɺΕכኟτcϤΕכभؿʗԔe
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Despite the weak economy, the steady sales of Discovery Bay Phase

ᅰಙघɀݒʋॶ̡ܛړᖇؿሻਕੱؗcʹω

12, Siena Two, to locals and expatriates have underlined the

ᖬעౡᜪྦྷুұሔ́ݠֈϾྊؿൕ

unparalleled appeal of Discovery Bay to the cosmopolitan workforce

ࡼ z ɺሃ̯ܰΔֶ̔ᘒɁɡʋಳԮτୣɣ

active in Hong Kong.

ؿмʵɈcɖ̟ܰྦྷౡᜪذพሔॖؿȹ

Their uncompromising

ͫٛցeࣵᅰಙघɀכݒɀཌྷཌྷɀαȾ˂ઐ

demands for high-quality

ˮ̟c࿀ϭαˀɰਕˮɀϛʄɊɄ௰

residential housing and

Ͻc̡яаძႩ൚༦ಋྫྷɍɝʏcΕکठ

living environment are

ɺ̟ؿੱؗɎcιᐜ˥ɁԸ͌ޜޚe

votes of confidence in

͌کඑ̳྆ዶรᘐིכɀཌྷཌྷɍαɍտઐ

Discovery Bay’s aptitude in

ˮࣵᅰಙघɀؿݒདज௰Ͻeඑ྆Ќೕࢄ

the market. Since its sales

ඖ͌ϛʗɾʄɊؿᚬऩe

launch last September,
258 units had been sold

αʑcࣵᅰಙघȹݒɀݒɊȹɊɀ

by the end of March 2003

౨ͳਕˮ൚༦ʄϛʄɊ௰Ͻcɣͫɰ
כɀཌྷཌྷɀαȾ˂ʌαɍ˂ଫ͚ʀൕࡼe

for well over HK$3,000
ࣵᅰಙघ͐ᆲ௰Ͻ

A Siena show flat

per square foot, an
envious price average

፭ടࣵᅰಙघؿໃιcౡᜪਂمؿஉ͛ܪ

under the current market conditions. Plans are being actively drawn

ҡ˱ѧഁcԯɻ˳ܢȹЌΔʄɊຒ̡ʿа

up with a view to marketing the reserved units of Siena Two in the

ؿɻ̕ʔ්c˞౨൬ȹүొঢ়ౡᜪݠ́ؿ

third quarter of 2003. The Group has 50% interest in the whole

ሔॖeΕΈʿࠍؿɾɎcౡᜪʑؿઠ

Discovery Bay development.

өஉܪੀɺᒾ˱ੜcԎτΛֺነ࣎כɀཌྷཌྷ
ʄαໃιઢ͂c˞Ꮆ˟ਂʑྦྷઠөஉܪၤˀ

Siena One and Two (Phases 11 and 12) units sold during the year

࠭ᄈؿұe

exceeded 550 and nearly all of them were handed over to buyers

Ɋɍ౨ؿΔਥɮೡɰכʌαɀ˂೨ɮcɐ
ᄙ࿚ɮೡכི߮ڬʌαɍտ۹׃ᅟe
ࣂcඑ྆ΕɊɍ౨ۺؿዾ྇ڬʑ˱Ƀȿௐ
Շ̟ෲᎼؿஉ߮ऋϳcΣړᚉ̎೩உ
ܪe

in September 2002 and March 2003 respectively.
In line with the new development of Siena, more community
facilities are on stream including the 500,000-square-foot Central
Park that will enhance the Discovery Bay lifestyle further. More
on-site educational facilities will also be added in 2005 in
response to the increasing demand.
Foundation works of Phase 13 were completed in February 2003
and construction of the superstructure will be tendered in the
third quarter of 2003. Building plans of Phase 13 have been
modified to incorporate more popular features such as
environmental balcony.

ౡᜪݠ́ਂمᔔఒΛۜ
Discovery Bay is rich in community activities
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̯α۹ྦྷౡᜪϤӰ˿ጽПԮ෮ຮeʌαȹ

The year under review was a remarkable one for Discovery Bay.

˂cౡᜪ࿘Ᏽͅ2002ࠗಋͬړพᆉി

In Januar y 2003, it was awarded the Gold Green Proper ty

ᄗ ྆ ཕ ೕ ؿ  ذ ړพ ဳ ଉӝ Ꮺ ָ ۰ټ

Management Award (Private Housing) by the judging panel of 2002

ᆉh˾αɊ˂cࣵᅰಙघȹۧؿݒඨ৽ݠ

Hong Kong Eco-Business Awards. In October 2002, Siena One

ҡᏵɀཌྷཌྷɀα۹ࠗಋဳଉਿพԾผʥཋ

won the Bronze Prize for Marketing Excellence and Citation for

഼ᄤᅌτࠉʔ̇ཕೕؿˮ̟೪ིᆉႻ

Outstanding TV Campaign in the 2002 HKMA/TVB Awards for

ᆉʥଔཋ഼ઐᄤ೪ᆉe

Marketing Excellence Competition.

˾αɻcඑ྆Εވ˖ݯϬಳਥټผړؿᙶࣵ

In mid-2002, the Group won the Second Runner-up, Corporate

ޢذ́ݗೕི߮ᘐಁϤᐾፒؿᆉԴຮሒ৽ݠ

Award: Most-Funds-Raised in the Raffle Ticket Sales Campaign

ɻcᘰঢ়ᘐಁͬพᆉɍΊe

2002 of World Wide Fund for Nature Hong Kong in support of its
marine conservation programs.

ౡᜪঢ়ဍʩଈผ

A view of Discovery Bay Golf Club

2002ࠗಋͬړพᆉിᄗ྆ႏݯlౡ
ၤʼʝm cౡᜪؿྊ˥ɁजɎ૯Գ

“Discovery Bay has been uniquely developed into a
community with a blend of residents of different
cultures...In general, DB has achieved very impressive
environmental performance...,” commented the judging

Ϳോme

panel of 2002 Hong Kong Eco-Business Awards.

ౡᜪؿዟऋɾ୮ɺЎΕכԯԞϬɍɊΛ

With a residential community of equal mix of locals and expatriates

ɺਝࡼ̔ؿᘒɁɡʥ̯Δֈ̵ୂιؿΛʏ

from over 30 countries, Discovery Bay offers all the amenities and

ʼʝਂمcҡΐݯԯֺొԜዟȹಲɀݠ́ؿ

convenience of urban living amidst a tranquil, spacious and green

ᅡβc˥ϾʸΕԔՇྟ፷۷cౡᆽֱɁؿ

environment.

ᜪؿೕࢄɊʗዟऋcԯਂمȿɺਝᘒ

Ϭಳྊɾcҡ˿࠹Ԕˀֺ́ݠؿഒ
ሬڏСe
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̯α۹cඑ྆ੀᙔɎؿɍၤ͚ޚ৻רᗐ

This year, three transportation operations - namely tunnel, bus

ؿپcЩ፬༞dʱɡʥॾ༜ʔ̇ࠇୂԎ

and ferry - were restructured to come under the Transportation

ԡ͚ݯc༦၀ᓯဳଉ൬ȹүຝޘι

Division. This was part of the Group’s efforts to streamline its

̯eϊ͛ݯඑ྆ͲࠍᏎদʥࠇୂᏪ༜ؿپ

operations to save cost.

೪ɾȹe

In July 2002, the Central landing point of the Discovery Bay/Central
ɻþౡᜪؿಎረᆦɰכɀཌྷཌྷɀαȼ

ferr y route was moved to Pier 3. An all-weather permanent

˂ሰϭɍ໔ᆦc۪࠘˿˞С͂ɍ໔ᆦ

footbridge from Pier 3 to International Finance Centre offers a

֡ਝټጪɻʶͲؿʨ࠰ϷɁʨኽcႦᕌ

convenient access to the heart of Central. More facilities are

֡ᑹɻʶᚺΔeࣂcᆦؿࡨஉܪ

under preparation for the pier.

͛ผ፭ടΈඖɮೡؿໃιϤҡጘѧഁe
̊ȹʿࠍcάҳՍþɻॾᇃؿ৻ר༗۪൴
כαʑ፣ϛʗɾɊɀᒨ̒ؿൡఝe

Meanwhile, the Tsim Sha Tsui/Central ferry service reported a
12.4 per cent decrease in patronage.

˱ݯੜ৻רcɀཌྷཌྷɀαɊ˂cౡᜪྦྷؿ

In October 2002, external bus service was extended to 24 hours.

̔ʱɡٽ֝৻רϭɀɊ̒ɩࣂ༜Аeαʑc

Patronage of the external bus service continued to increase though a

ᒖಳྦྷ̔ʱɡᇃؿ༗۪൴፣ܛᙩᄈٽcЎ

drop was recorded for its internal sector during the year. More coaches

ਂʑʱɡؿኬ༗۪൴ڬτֺɎൡeࣂc

of environment-friendly design were added to the bus fleet.

ӹඅ͛ʵɃȿҡΛړʱɡe

To help relieve passengers’ financial burden in the wake of the
ϊ̔cݯȿၤ۪࠘ͳಎࣂᐿcαʑඑ྆࿏Ɏ

economic environment, discounted fares were offered to ferry and

ؿಎረʱɡ৻רяొ۪࠘ݯԜᅗࣂֲؿऋ

external bus passengers on a temporary basis during the year.

Пძయc˞౨ॶἢᇅ۪࠘ؿᏜ߲ኪe

Year 2002/2003 was rewarding for Discovery Bay Golf Club, during
ౡᜪঢ়ဍʩଈผ̯כα۹ɾٲଊଉcᏪ

which its turnover was at a record high. As a result of the extensive

พᔾʹณঢ়eผֺʑɾঢ়ဍʩଈכɐα

golf course renovation program completed the previous year, more

۹ɾͲࠍᓺณɮೡѧι܃cι˲мʵҡΛผ

visits were recorded and an increase in usage was seen for the year.

ࡗԷcԚ͂ଅɖɣఝᕧʠe
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ౡᜪᅥผౡᜪ༝ເผٲؿଊܛړڬ

Performance of Discovery Bay Residents Club and Discovery Bay

ᖇցeϽכɀ͉ᜪؿณϾ۪ผֺۺؿዾɮೡ

Marina Club remained stable. Construction of the new residents

൬ࢄଉcԎི߮כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αٱྭcݯ

club in Yi Pak is moving ahead steadily. When it opens in early

Ͼ۪ొԜͲณړؿᙍଈd۩ʑ㞫ใ؈ϑ೩

2004, there will be more service and facilities including an all-

Λඖஉܪe༝ເผ♍Ͻʥ༞ࠖؿ౨ᓺณ

weather indoor pool and bowling alleys. Phase one of the

ɮೡɰכʌαٱѧɮcኬඖɮೡ˿શכʌα

replacement works of finger piers and walkway at Marina Club,

֛Ͳࠍ೨ɮe

was completed early 2003 and the entire project is expected to
complete by the end of 2003.

ݯ൬ȹүొঢ়۪ʸ৻רʥဳଉࢽଅcผֺ̳

As part of the ongoing efforts to enhance service, a new IT system

ᘐௐכα֛کઔ͂ȹࡨਿݯผֺϤஉྩؿณ

tailored for the club operations will be launched by the end of

༅ޫҌဳଉӡe

2003.

ౡᜪࣵᅰಙघ

Siena, Discovery Bay
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